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ots have a total of 13
adicapped parking
paces; the minmum legal
equirement is 46. Stairs
sading to the Health Cen-
er are just one of many in-
ractions of the American
)isablities Act at Rhodes.

By Ryan Feeney
-epd Conft

USA Today revealed that many colleges have
been violating the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) in its January 24, 1994 edition. At that date,
the Office of Civil Rights found 23 colleges to be
inaccessible to the disabled. Rhodes College, if it
were investigated today by the Department of Jus-
tice, could well add to that number. By not bring-
ing itself into compliance with the formal regula-
tions of the ADA's accesibility guidelines
(ADAAG), Rhodes has placed itself in danger of
being found in violation of Title III of the five-year-
old law, and subject to penalties under the 1964 Civil

Rights Act.
The Sou 'wester interviewed Chancellor David

Harlow to get the administration's position on the
issue. When asked whether the college considered
itself to be in compliance with the law, Harlow re-

sponded that the law was too vague, and that case
law had yet to determine exactly what the require-
ments are. However, courts across the nation have
not been hesitant to interpret the law as it relates to
institutions similar to Rhodes. Schools such as the
University of Arizona and New Hampshire, Drew

and Loyola Maramount have already been success-
fully sued for inaccessible facilities. With regard to
removing structural barriers to disabled people, Sec-
tion 302.b.2.iv (specific prohibitions) says that "a
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Year's First
Roundtable Meeting

By Harris Bond
staff Compondnt

The Chancellor's Roundtable con-
vened on Oct. 4 in the first of four
scheduled meetings this year to begin
discussion of this year's topic
"Rhodes' Christian Commitment and
Church Relationship." The
Chancellor's Roundtable is a discus-
sion panel composed of Rhodes stu-
dents (chosen by the Student Senate of
the Rhodes Student Government on the
basis of leadership), ten faculty mem-
bers and ten administrators.

The purpose of the Roundtable is
to facilitate open communication and
to explore and share information on
various issues. Meetings are held twice

a semester in conjunction with Student
Senate meetings. Chancellor David
Harlow serves as the moderator of the
Roundtable meetings, which are open
to all students.

The topics for each of the four
meetings this year revolve around
Rhodes' church affiliation as a liberal
arts college. The first Roundtable
meeting presentation was given by Jen-
nifer Larson ('96) on the topic of
"Rhodes' Christian Commitment and
Church Relationship... A Student's
Perspective." For the second half of
this quarter's forum, Dean Allen Boone
presented a report on the new Campus
Life Center that is currently under con-
struction.

The future Roundtable discussions
will continue to focus on church affili-
ation from different perspectives, and
participants will attempt to clarify and
explore different viewpoints. The next
Roundtable meeting will be held on
Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 5:30 p.m. in
the Orgill Room in Clough Hall. The
topic will be "Rhodes' Christian Com-
mitment and Church Relationship...
A Historical Perspective," presented by
Dr. Paul Tudor jones, member of the
Rhodes Board of Trustees. Students
are encouraged to attend and partici-
pate. This is a unique way for students
to formulate and express their own
views in an environment that encour-
ages freedom of thought.

Andrew Nlesen/Sou'wester
Assistant to the President
Helen Norman ponders a
point during the first
Roundtable discussion.
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Chancellor Holds
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failure to remove architectural barriers, and com-
munication barriers that are structural in nature,
in existing facilities..." is unlawful. The deadline
for compliance with this law was January 26,1992.
(sec. 310.a)

The college has compiled a task force this year
to deal with certain issues of the ADA regulations.
Represented on that committee are faculty from
different departments, as well as from the physi-
cal plant. Their principle function, according to
the administration, is to examine how the ADA

relates to hiring and admissions policies. The pur-
pose of the task force, according to Harlow, has
no direct emphasis on structural barriers that exist
on campus. The official policy is to proceed on a

case-by-case basis, only making alterations when
there are complaints.

However, the law, as it is written, does not
conform to this philosophy. Section 302.1.D.2

states that "An individual or entity shall not, di-
rectly or through contractual or other arrange-
ments. utilize standards of criteria or methods of
administration that perpetuate the discrimination
of others who are subject to common administra-
tive control." Though Harlow had already claimed
that the laws were vague, there was no inclusion
on this task force of an attorney, or any profes-
sional consultant who deals with specific regula-

See ADA, page 4.
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Campus Safety Activity Log
Oct. 8-14, 1995

11:07pm Unauthorized exit VO/TO west fire door. Alarm reset.
11:24pm Possible usage of unauthorized substance reported Stewart. ADRL Lynne Crabb and

CS Officer responding. Investigation found smell to be a sweet incense. Flyers to be
ted b RA on bumin items in dorm rooms and as to file reprt.

8:20pm Suspicious person reported VO dorm. Campus Safety responeded and dorm searched
but s had alrea de tfed area.

12:59pm Unauthorized distribution of flyers Phillips Lane found and persons located placing flyers
on cars parked University Subjects stoped and informed of rules. Subjects left area.

7:50am Student Bellingrath reported missing answering machine. Investigation made and item
located and returned to student.

11:00am Art gallery alarm received. Officers dispatched. Investiation revealed alarm set off by
student attendant. Alarm deactivated.

11:01 pm Suspicious persons reported Trezevant lot around Tri-Delta house. Campus Safety
Officers dispatched but subjects had fled area before officers arrival. All vehicles in area
checked and found secure.

5:00 m Su icious rson Unive monitored until clear of area.

11:10pm Suspicious person reported library by student.
11:40pm Suspicious person returned to library at 11:15pm but report not made. Information gotten

when Cam us Safe rsonnel questioned attendant. Susect not located.

3:15am Charles St edestrian ate found ro ped o n. Gate secured.

1:00pm Unidentified cyclist reported around Buckman. Suspects located, identified, and escorted
off campus with instructions not to return. Suspects entered through gym gates.

5:05pm Vandalism to student vehicle 1st year lot Report filed.

i 1:45am Meica emergency c aseroom. ue il an o r reponded. tudent a en
to infirmary for evaluation.

11:45pm Suspected vandalism to vehicle. Report filed.

6:05pm Student from lassell transported to Baptist Minor Medical by fellow students. ADRL J.
Kyles notified of situation.

Access 239 Jumps 9 Traffic Citations 133
Propped Doors 1 Escorts 26 Traffic Warnings 0
Visitors 387 AV'S 1 Cars Opened 1

Colossus at Rhodes
Grand Opening
Today, Oct. 18

Check out our new look!

E1T'ERS T TH EDIT,
Dear Editors,
I'm always glad to see people give

themselves permission to speak about
their emotions, because so often we're
afraid of what emotions people will
respond with. Will they show that we're
contradicting ourselves? Will we have
looked over something that might have
changed our position entirely? How-
ever, it is more unproductive when we
are more afraid that we won't even
have a chance to try to express a co-
herent thought, because this defance
blurs one emotion into the other until

neither is a true representation of how
we really feel.

On the cover of Bitch Slap, a
newsletter distributed in the Rat this
Monday, is a woman holding a sign
for the Women's Rights movement of
the 20's. During her lifetime she prob-
ably saw many changes in what free-
doms women were allowed and many
silenced women finally sharing their
opinions. It is true that women were
denied the opportunity to add their
voice to intellectual circles by govern-
ments and religious organizations,
which were mostly run by males. But
what we must remember is that we are
only to some degree products of the
generation preceding us. It is ow-plea-
sure and responsibility to recognize
what we are, keep what we like, dis-
card what we don't, and add to that to
become who we want to be.

I saw the possibilityfor optimistic
open forum in Laurie's opening state-
ment; any sheet of paper devoted to
expression has never wasted a tree in
my book. But I think if! were a male, I
would not feel welcomed by this forum.
Bitch Slap was said to have been

started to give all a chance to voice
theirfeelings and opinions which they
feel they've denied the opportunity to
share. but naming the forum after how
"not a real man" expresses his vio-

lent feelings, but rather how a woman
hits, exemplifies the sarcastic and bit-
ter attitude some women hold towards
men that keeps men from being able
to comfortably express themselves.

In these articles Iheard voices that
found outlet for a speciftc frustration
through a general stereotype. It is not
all men who rape, but one man. It is
not all nen that women should be
fighting to gain the freedom to be who
they want to be, but only those people
who try to hold them back. The silence
women display now is ultimately their
won responsibility to overcome. To
blame it on anyone else is irrespon-
sible, arrogant, and lazy.

Are the males here at Rhodes re-
ally responsible for what their great-
grandfathers did that kept their moth-
ers from having the chance to grow?
No, but they are responsiblefor choos-
ing to do the same to women now, just
as Rhodes women are responsible for
how they treat men. recognize your
history, yes, but by dwelling on it and
giving into bitterness you deny your-
self future growth.

I think it is taking the word "femi-
nism" too far to consider oneself a

woman before considering herself a
person. It would be a shame if women
used their educationalfreedom women
fought for in the 20's to take away the
freedoms of men. Instead of praising
men for becoming more "sensitive"
and women for becoming more "as-
sertive, " what is wrong with allowing
every individual the right to choose
which parts of the stereotypical man
and woman (if any) describe them-
selves best?

To be an "independent" and
"strong" woman, one doesn't have to
hate men; but to be a strong human,
we must embrace both genders, who
experience the same emotions-pain,
happiness, and love. Recognize that

men also suffered by women's silence,
and that only by forgiving the past
through embracing the present can we
truly allow ourselves-all of us-to be
heard.

Jenni Hass
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A Ramp
CHRIS PWKM
JIMINY CRICKET

I was seven years old when my father fell while playing T-bal
with the neighbors' children and me. I still remember calling to hin
to get up, to tag the baserunner, to hurry up. But he didn't

My mother soon rushed outside to help him up, and he change
clothes before going to the emergency room,
where he anticipated a diagnosis of a dislo-
cated hip. After a number of tests, the doctors
said differently, and a few weeks later my fa-
ther and mother travelled to Memphis so that
he could receive treatment for kidney cancer.
I was left with friends at home in Alabama.

Over the next five years, my father came
twice again to Baptist Memorial Hospital for
treatment. Although he survived and has for
the most part healed, he has used a cane or
crutches for the last 13 years, and is thus considered a person with
disability. My childhood memories of Memphis are accordingly no
fond ones, but coming to Rhodes gave me an ironic opportunity tC
resurrect something positive from a city that had previously providec
little more than grief.

Rhodes has let me down. While my father's illness was practi
cally crippling to my social development, it also helped to acceleratu
my ethical development. That experience empowered me to see th
common mortality and capacity for suffering among all types o
people, and impressed me with a respect for tolerance and diversity
It is very hard to find a bigot in a hospital cancer ward.

But Rhodes has disappointed me by failing to emphasize the im
portance of diversity, and the school's noncompliance with the Ameri
cans with Disabilities Act is the most concrete example of this half
hearted attempt at achieving diversity. For instance, the next time
you walk up the ramp in front of the library, ask yourself why it i
there. In order to access the library from the intermediate level, fiv
steps still remain to climb. Why put the ramp there in the first place
if it isn't going to give persons in wheelchairs access to the library
Or the next time you get in an elevator in Palmer Hall, ask yourself i
someone in a wheelchair could reach the buttons to operate the el
evator. Again, why build an elevator if those that most need to use i
cannot use it?

The answer is simple. Rhodes has built an image without sub

Halfway to
stance; our slipshod commitment to diversity is nothing more than a
ramp halfway to the top. The president and chancellor pledge that
they are committed to achieving diversity at Rhodes, and administra-

I tion mouthpiece publications such as Rhodes Magazine try to paint
i images of diversity at Rhodes, but the fact remains that we are still a

very homogeneous college.
d Our student body remains 92 percent white, and in a city that is

almost 60 percent African-American, we employ only one African-
American professor on a full-time basis. The number of women fac-
ulty members continues to lag behind the number of men, as does the
number of high-level women administrators. And against the wishes
of, among others, the Rhodes Student Government Association, the
administration still refuses to officially recognize and fund the Gay-
Straight Alliance. Furthermore, a hard look at the facilities of this
college yields a clear understanding of why we have no students in
wheelchairs here either.

With all the resources that we have, such that we can afford to
pay our president $461,458 in one year and furnish him with a

a $675,000 home, I cannot believe that we are trying as hard as we can
t to attract people from all walks of life to our college. Have we really

extended ourselves fully when we can only find 70 or so qualified
d African-American students in the nation to attract to our campus?

We have pursued our stated goal of diversity as dispassionately as
- post-Civil War Southern governments pursued the end of slavery and

racism.
e The most infuriating aspect of the situation is the administration's
f lack of understanding of the importance of diversity. The president

at a recent dinner for student leaders remarked half-jokingly that he
was "willing to discriminate for them [minorities], not against them."

- This sentiment completely misses the point. Minorities are not the
- only ones being penalized by our homogeneity; diversity would be

most beneficial to us, the traditionally privileged. We are also disad-
e vantaged when we do not receive the benefit of other viewpoints,
s cultures, or heritages. After all, the second listed purpose of the col-
e lege is "to expand the horizons of knowledge and scholarship."

Doesn't this include exposure to these other viewpoints, cultures, and
? heritages? Once again, image without substance; smoke and mir-
f rors.
- The violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act are horri-
t fying and disgusting enough in and of themselves, but they are only

symptomatic of a larger problem. Our dedication of resources to a
- recreational Campus Life Center and to our president's bank account,

the Top...

Anarew Nieservnouwester

as well as our pursuit of accreditation from the traditional-minded
American Academy for Liberal Education, are perfectly demonstra-
tive of where our institutional priorities lie. We are clinging nostalgi-
cally to the past, not reaching to embrace the future.

Without diversity, Rhodes is providing a ramp only halfway to
excellence, and all members of the Rhodes community deserve bet-
ter. Now that members of the administration have been caught with
their pants down, they should stop bullshitting us.

Have We Really Let O.J. Go?
HEATHER L COLEMAN

ALL THAT JAZZ
Hello again! I know I said that my first col-

umn was the first of a series about the arts. Well,
when I wrote that, I had no idea that the OJ.
Simpson trial would be
over by the time Iwrote my
next column. I feel obli-
gated to write about the
outcome of the trial that has
had America staring at the
T.V. for over nine months.
Therefore, I will continue
the series on the arts at a
later time.

I would first like to ex-
press how HAPPY I am that the trial is finally
over. However, I fear that we have not heard the
last about OJ. Simpson and the trial. It would
be nice to be able to assume that now that O.J.
Simpson has been acquitted, the media will let
the topic die. But we live in America-the land
of analysis and commentary.

There were people analyzing the evidence

against O.J.. There were people trying to pre-
dict what the verdict would be. Of course, none
of them were on the jury and had nothing to do
with the decision. But they were EXPERTS and
knew what they were talking about, right? Yeah,
of course.

Looking at the history of this case and how
many experts loved to try their hand at analyz-
ing the trial while it was going strong, I'm sure
they will love to look at it in retrospect. There
will be people analyzing the trial from now until
something else happens to grab their attention.
The media are going to stretch this topic out and
milk it for all it is worth. And some people in
America will fall into the trap. But not me.

I will admit that, in the beginning, I was
sitting in my den watching O. J. Simpson ride
around LA in his white Bronco for a good couple
of hours. I know I was not alone. Many Ameri-
cans were watching with their mouths open, just
as I was. I could not believe that I was watching
the police chase a man ... ON TELEVISION! I
should have known then that this would not be
an ordinary murder case.

Once the case went to trial, I could not watch
any more coverage of this case. I had reached
my saturation point well before the trial started.
Every time I turned on the television, there was
some kind of special report about the trial. If
there was not a report about the jury selection,
there was one on possible evidence. I could not
believe the trial was being televised. How was
O.J. Simpson supposed to get a fair trial with an
unbiased jury?

I believed from the beginning that O.J.
Simpson was going to be acquitted. We will
never know if he is guilty or not. I believed that
when the trial started and I still believe that now.
I figured he would get off because of the way
the trial was being handled. I thought there would
be a mistrial or something of that nature. How-
ever, he was found not guilty because the pros-
ecution did not prove their case. Whatever the
reason, he was acquitted.

Now that O.J. Simpson is free, I think that
we, the American public, should not allow the
media to rehash the murder case and everything
that surrounded it. We should let it die.

I am the most upset by the ploy to make the
O.J. Simpson case seem like a case of race. Since
before the verdict was read and even now, the
media have been focusing on the fact that per-
haps race played a big part in this trial. Race
was not as big of an issue as they are trying to
make it. This country has enough problems in
race relations. We do not need help from the
very sources that influence the way many people
think. It is almost as if they are trying to make
news. I think they need to find a new approach.
Everything in life does not revolve around racial
tension. Get a grip!

If OJ. Simpson is guilty, he will be judged
by a higher court in the end. If he is not guilty,
then justice was done. I am glad it is over for
O.J. Simpson's sake and the sakes of his chil-
dren and family. I hope that now his family and
the families of the murder victims can begin the
healing process that is necessary for them to go
on with their lives. I hope this case is studied in
law schools around the country as how NOT to
handle a murder case and trial. Hopefully, his-
tory will not repeat itself.
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A student approaches the steps to the front entrance of Burrow
Library. No entrances are accessible to people in wheelchairs.

ADA
tions of the ADA,

from page 1

The college has not conducted a for-
mal facilities survey, and there are no
plans for one in the future. When asked
why a survey was not done in 1992, or
when one might be done in the future,
Harlow responded, "I don't know," and
"I don't have any idea" respectively. His
understanding of the law, as indicated by
his response to the question, "Is Rhodes
in compliance?" is that only new build-
ings (those finished after the law took ef-
fect) are subject to the guidelines. "New
Construction" is covered under Section
303 of the law, but this is in addition to
the section concerning existing facilities.

Additionally, Harlow was not aware
of whether the local codes under which
the new Campus Life Center is being
built meet the requirements of the ADA,
but he assumed that they did. No con-
sultant has been contacted to affirm this
assumption.

So what are the violations? The
Sou 'wester invited James Futrell, a pro-
fessional consultant on accessibility re-
quirements, to the campus to give his
opinion. Patricia Farmer, program man-
ager of the Tennessee Committee for Em-
ployment of People with Disabilities, rec-
ommended Futrell, who has served on
that committee since 1975. He has also
served as vice president for Americans
with Disabilities, Inc. since 1992. His
opinion of the campus, though, is bol-
stered more by his perspective than his

credentials. Futrell toured the campus
in his wheelchair, and his frustration at
the lack of accessible buildings and park-
ing lots gives a very clear indication of a
serious problem. The map above shows
some of the violations that Futrell and
members of the staff, under his instruc-
tion, uncovered. One major problem that
Futreil noted is the lack of signs on cam-
pus indicating facilities that are acces-
sible to people with physical disabilities,
as required by the ADAAG. Beyond the
"Handicapped Parking" notices, which
in some cases were not adequate under
the law, there are no signs to direct the
disabled to the accessible entryways,
even when they exist

Enforcement of the law falls under
the jurisdiction of the United States De-
partment of Justice's Office of Civil
Rights, and the enforcement policy is
proactive. Even if there have been no
formal complaints or suits filed, the At-
toney General may file suit "if there is
reasonable cause to believe that any per-
son or group of persons is engaged in a

SPRING BREAK-
Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica
from $299.0 Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Par-
ties, and More! Orga-
nize a small group and
earn a FREE trip plus
commissions! Gall 1-
800-822-0321

A. Hassell restroom,
D. Physics Tower restroom, and
E. Burrow Refectory restroom-
all with inaccessible urinals and
lack of back railings In the stalls
B. Austin-not wheelchair-
accessible-threshold too high
C. Physics tower-observatory
totally inaccessible
F. Tower- inaccessible elevator

pattern or practice of discrimination un-
der this title." (Sec. 308.b.1 .B.i) Whether
the suit is filed by the Attorney General
or by a private citizen, the courts are em-
powered to award any monetary damages
incurred by the plaintiff, as well as pain
and suffering expenses and attorney's
fees. In overt cases of neglect, the courts
may also assess a "civic penalty to vin-
dicate the public interest." This penalty
can be as much as $50,000 for the first
offense, and as much as $100,000 for

If You Like The Food,
You Will Love The Job!

We're not only a
great place to eat.
We're also a great

place to work.

* iW W w ig r WitdsWl( lI
I me idNrWi

521-0907

The Spaghetti Warehouse
40 West Huling

Memphis, TN 38103

G. Palmer reception area-water doorknob too difficult for many
fountain unusable with some disabled
disabilities Note: Not one of the parking lots
H. Palmer-water fountain and Is in compliance with the lavAt
elevator the minimum, one handicapped
i. Palmer-public phone too high space per 25 regular spaces is
J. Library-absolutely no required. Not including van-
wheelchair-accessible entryway accessible spaces, there should be
K. Buckman-phone too high 46 handIcapped spaces on
L.Buckman-"latch-type" campus. Instead, there are 13.

each subsequent offense. (Sec.
308.b.2.A-C) Any entity under the as-
sumption that making small changes on
case-by-case basis will be more cost-ef-
fective should consider these conse-
quences.

Should Rhodes be concerned with its
non-compliance? Futrell says, "Yes."
Many of the violations discovered dur-
ing his tour were neither difficult nor ex-
pensive to fix, but they were numerous.
According to Futreli, the University of

Tennessee was more accessible ten years
before the law was enacted than Rhodes
is now, five years after.

"This place is a lawsuit waiting to
happen," he warned, although he stressed
the practicality of negotiation over legal
action. He also said that his company
would be interested in surveying the cam-
pus, but the administration would have
to come to him for the arrangement; there
are no accessible elevators to Chancel-
lor Harlow's office.

*FREE TRIPS 8c CASH!
Find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK

" ""coR S L.E -
OVERSEZE QOPEOP E

4UtiM VODtinE cOP- U S
FAX SERVICE TYPESETTING

COMPUTER RENTAL SAME DAY PRINTING
MAC a PC MAILING SERVICES
TPIma UPS i FEDEX SERVICE
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ANOTHER STEP ON THE PATH TO EQUAL RIGHTS
By Ryan Feeney
Legal Consufant

"We proclaim that we
are born free and equal
human beings; that our

disabilities are
limitations only, and
that our identity does
not derive from being

disabled."
-from A Disabled Manifesto, by

John R. WoodwardIn perhaps the most significant enlarge-
ment of civil rights since the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the signing of the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990
by President George Bush expanded the

already existing laws which guarded against dis-
crimination, to include the disabled. It was the
culmination of more than five years of lobbying
by the National Council on Disabilities (NCD),
and it was touted by the White House as an "un-
precedented opportunity to bring Americans with
disabilities into the mainstream of American
life."

What is most amazing, in our political climate
of gridlock, is that the ADA did not become an-
other tragedy of partisan politics. For although it
covered a wide-ranging spectrum of issues, from
the public and the private sector, its message was
able to break down party lines. Drawing a wealth
of support in both houses of Congress, the measure
passed the House with a vote of 377 to 28, and the
Senate by a vote of 91 to 6. One must only look at
the history of the 1964 Act to see that fundamental
rights have rarely been so freely granted.

A bit of dry technical information about the
law and its definitions is helpful in understanding
the ADA. The ADA encompasses five different
titles, each with its own criteria for compliance, ef-
fective dates, and enforcement:

STitle I deals with discrimination in employ-
ment. Hiring practices of both private and public
sector employers are covered under this section,
although government employees are already under
the protection of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

STitle H covers public services and transpor-
tation entities. This section begins to deal with
structural or architectural barrirs. The ADA de-
fines any barrier that limits access by a disabled
person to a public facility, including transportation
facilities, as discrimination. Therefore, it is unlaw-
ful to exclude any person from the use of a public
facility by not providing accessibility for the dis-
abled to these areas.

* Title III encompasses privately owned or
leased facilities that accommodate the public, and
prevents any discrimination by structural or archi-
tectural barriers in those facilities. Included in this
category are large private office buildings, private

schools of all levels, theaters, etc. It is important terview Survey (NHIS), and the Current Popula-
to note here that purely private clubs and facilities tion Survey (CPS) provide some very important,
fully controlled by a religious group are exempt but little known facts. 20.6% of all persons over
from this Act. the age of 15 (37.3 million people) have some type

*Title IV specifically addresses telecommuni- of physical functional limitation (SIPP,1984). Of
cations. Because of the rapid advances in our com- these people, 7.7 million require personal assistance
munications media, this section was designed to with daily activities (NHIS,'83-'85). Of the work-
insure that reasonable-alternatives are orovided for ing age (16 to 64) people of this country, 14.2 mil-

those who, because of their disability, cannot use
the existing media. An example would be to offer
Braille keyboard computers for the visually im-
paired.

*Title V deals with existing building codes that
already meet or exceed the standards set by the
ADA. The law allows for the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance board to issue
minimum guidelines, as determined by the ADA,
in order to make the codes more uniform, and more
easily understood.

The definition of "disability," which all of these
provisions work under, comes from the implemen-
tation regulation of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
34 C.F.R., part 104. "A [disabled] person is one
who has a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more major life activi-
ties, has a record of such impairment, or is regarded
as having such an impairment" The sum effect of
the law was, and is, that any barriers, whether they
be structural obstacles, prejudices, or whatever, are
discriminatory if they are based on a person's dis-
ability. The ADA makes that discrimination ille-
gal. Though there are various timelines for when
the different titles were supposed to take effect, the
date of compliance for most was January 26, 1992.

Statistics taken from the Survey of Income and
Program Participation (SIPP), National Health In-

lion are work-disabled, and nearly 2.8 million of
those were working full time in 1990 (CPS,1990).
Undoubtedly, these numbers have changed some-
what in recent years, but they do reflect that there
is a very sizable portion of our society that stands
to benefit from effective compliance with the law.

The National Council on Disabilities (NCD),
the group which proposed the ADA, was given the
task of "following up" on America, and reporting
its progress in complying with the new laws. The
results, as could be expected, were a mixture of both
very positive changes and overt apathy. In light of
this, one of the goals of the NCD is to educate, be-
cause it has been suspected that one of the major
reasons for non-compliance is ignorance, as opposed
to outright insensitivity.

Steps taken by the NCD to document the effec-
tiveness of the legislation have ranged from surveys
sent to each state, to an actual tour of sites all across
the country. According to the surveys, the states
are complying, for the most part, with the ADA. In
areas conceming building accessibility, employment
practices, and alternative forms of communications,
it was found that the response of most states was
favorable.

On the more grass roots level of visiting spe-
cific towns and actually looking at various facili-
ties, the results were much more erratic, and in gen-

eral, less pleasing. The NCD mentioned instances
where, as in the case of the Davidson County elec-
tion sites, students and volunteers worked to install
ramps over curbs and alternative measures in the
voting booths. In another town, this one in rural
New York, disability information on town members
was integrated into the 911 computer system, so that
in the event of an emergency, paramedics would
have what could be crucial information instantly.

The flip side comes from reports of advocates
who see nothing but grudging, ineffectual changes,
if not overt disregard for the law. Mindy Desens, in
an article called "Smug Non-Compliance is Norm,"
relates the woes of the disabled in small towns
where, despite building codes that have existed for
fifteen years, accessibility for the disabled is given
little or no priority. She quotes the postmaster of
the town as saying, "I don't know what all the fuss
is about. I had two elderly aunts in wheelchairs and
there wasn't anyplace I couldn't drag them into."

In its report to the White House, on July
26,1995, the NCD praised the positive, and some-
times drastic improvements that have been brought
about through the ADA, but attaches to this a state-
ment of concern. "However, given the many areas
where compliance has not been achieved, and in rec-
ognition of the relatively brief time in which the
law has been in effect, it is clear that further efforts
are necessary in order to increase public awareness
of the Act, furnish education and clarification to
covered entities regarding the provisions of the Act,
and provide the resources required to encourage
voluntary compliance and ensure effective enforce-
ment."

Like any reform, the ADA is not without its
critics or its problems. Some will say that the ex-
penses are too great, or the beneficiaries too few.
To date, enforcement has not been a prevailing is-
sue, as the guidelines are still being clarified in some
areas. Titles I and II are rather difficult to file suit
on, because they require the person who is suing
for relief to prove that he or she was discriminated
against. Title III doesn't require this, but under this
section, there can be no punitive awards--the large
cash payments used to punish the guilty party.
Therefore, there is less incentive to sue.

All of these things will change, though, and
probably sooner rather than later. As the numbers
of working, functionally disabled people grows,
their demands will have to be heard. As technol-
ogy provides more and more reasonable alternatives
to speech and communications media, and the num-
bers of disabled people who are aware of those re-
sources increases, institutions and facilities will have
to respond and provide for those needs. Issues on
legal points, if not already so, will become inargu-
ably clear, and even the most entrenched institu-
tions will have to bite the bullet and bring them-
selves into compliance-or face the consequences.

To many, the promise that the NCD made to
America may seem a bit exaggerated or unneces-
sary, but it will not seem so for long. The time to
take the next step along our path has come-indeed,
many have already taken it and are waiting impa-
tiently for the rest of us. What seems like a lofty
ideal today will become, must become, a standard
similar to that which the NCD proclaims: "We
pledge our unwavering commitment to ensuring that
equality of opportunity, full participation, indepen-
dent living, and economic self-sufficiency become
realities in the lives of Americans with disabilities."
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Not-So-Sexy Showgirls Loses Femini:
only relationship with any construc- tionship that exists between Nomi and

By Lwusr Sfnury and tive potential is that between Nomi and Zack can only develop after Nomi be-
SmephenDeusnr Molly. Theirfirstencounterisperhaps comes a star and is therefore
9SalR Capnasppnea the most highly eroticized moment in desirable.At first they maintain a

Make no mistake: Showgirls is a the movie, and Molly takes on a tradi- friendship in which he plays a pater-
horrible, despicable movie. Poorly tional male role: she initiates courtship nal role: he corrects her as to the cor-
written, clumsily directed, jokingly by taking Nomi to dinner and offers rect pronunciation of Versace and
acted (I use the word 'acting' in only her a place to stay. Molly is given fe- threatens to fire a worker who tries to
the loosest sense). The film was not male qualities to counteract the male hire her out as a prostitute. Zack is, of
much more than a progression of role: she is a nurturing, maternal fig- course, only acting this role for her as
cliches linked together by perhaps the ure to the misdirected Nomi, and the a manipulative seduction. He plays the
least sexy sex scenes this side of XXX. film explores the relationship's homo- 'nice guy' role until she attacks him
Eszterhas and Verhoeven have brought sexual overtones but never develops in what is perhaps the worst, most hu-
a cheap version of Basic Instinct (not it. This relationship deteriorates as morous sex scene ever in a movie (here
that Basic Instinct was all that classy Nomi makes her highly motivated we feel we should praise Berkley for
in the first place), with a second rate climb to stardom, and Molly is re- her energetic performance). Their re-
Sharon Stone (not that Sharon Stone placed by Cristal, who the movie por- lationship is resolved when he "com-
was all that first rate in the first place) trays as a sex-crazed, power-hungry pliments" her on being a "good fuck"
and a first rate Kyle MacLachlan bitch. and she realizes this is the only role
wasted. All except the latter should Nomi and Cristal represent an an- she can play for him.
be given pink slips and never allowed tagonistic and stereotypical view of These representations of very dif-
to work in the film business again. lesbianism, wherein all participants are ferent relationships imply a theme

This is basically what every re- immoral, aggressive, and prone to about women and the relationships
view has said thus far, but not many catfights; their relationship is defined between them: the movie seems to be
have taken a stab at discussing the as a sexual, professional power saying that women need to stick to-
sexual messages the film attempts to struggle. However, the resolution ex- gether and that they are capable of
convey. The press releases for the film onerates both relationships. After forming bonds on several different lev-
proclaimed it as a liberating feminist Molly is gang-raped, Nomi avenges els, whether sexual of non-sexual, that
text while at the same time the movie her, and their relationship is desexual- can help them confront the male sexual
was marketed, not only by the market- ized and elevated to a stronger, more powers. However, the movie cannot
ing department itself but also by both conventionally sisterly plateau. Nomi reconcile the de-eroticized sex with the
writer and director, as a glorified porn makes peace with Cristal, who Nomi highly eroticized marketing. The
feature. This contradiction seems to has mercifully declawed; the two are feminist ideals portrayed in this text
be the basis for so many others. given pure and uncomplicated sexual are trivialized by the hype surround-
Showgirls promises to be erotic fun but desires for each other. ing the movie and by the poor execu-
offers up a great many purposefully Heterosexual relationships are tion by the writer, director, and actors
de-eroticized bodies and sexual acts. portrayed in an even worse light; they involved. Even though this feminist

For a film whose premise, whose never have the potential to be construce- agenda is working throughout the
reason for existence is sex, Showgirls tive. The male characters treat the fe- movie, Showgirls cannot be consid-
presents sex and sexual relationships males as prostitutes and display a pa- ered a text worthy of analysis (of the
as based on and further corrupted by triarchal power that seems grounded kind we have done above) because it
warped lusts and power struggles. The only in the sexual sphere. The rela- is so horribly made and marketed.

Message To Crassness

Murray ;lose/untea Artists
Elizabeth Berkley explains her opinions on sexuality, femi-
nism and the media to a pole.

Love Jones High on Style; Lack Substance
by Aaron Brans
Staf Com wpo

"You're messin' with my atmo-
sphere," sings frontman Jonathan
Palmer on 'The Thing," the opening
track of Love Jones' latest release. The
irony of this statement is that none of
these California lads in their matching
vinyl suits realize that it is their own
overkill and indulgence that shatters
the vibes on Powerful Pain Relief, their
second LP for Zoo Entertainment. Pro-
duced (or, more accurately, overpro-
duced) by Paul Durge, this ambitious
blend of soul, funk, and dance comes
up short every step of the way.

From the major league name drop-
ping in the liner notes (they thank ev-
erybody from Matthew Sweet to the
Afghan Wigs to Leeza Gibbons) to the
conspicuous absence of any of the band
members' surnames, you might as-
sume that these guys are suffering from

some sort of identity crisis. You'd be
right. The heart and soul of Love
Jones' sound-lazy, trippy hooks
played over a tight dance rhythm sec-
tion-is regularly obscured by ex-
travagant arrangements and over-the-
top vocal harmonies. From the Chi-
cago-like horns of "Stars" to the subtle
Beatle-esque synthesizers on "The
Thing" to the sophomoric Kool and the
Gang ravings of"Roll On," this album
documents the band's unsuccessful
quest for a style that they can stick
with. Unfortunately for them, by the
end of "Powerful Pain Relief," the fi-
nal track and token paean to the al-
mighty joint, they are still searching.
Their sound is not derivative, just con-
fusing, and the album ends leaving you
wondering just exactly why they had
to add a trumpet to that last song.

It is obvious that Love Jones pre-
fers style over substance. How else

could one explain a song whose entire
chorus consists of repeating
"Everybody's doing the thing" twelve
times in a row? It takes nerve to sing
the line "Spending time by myself\lt's
good for my mental health," but to do
it with a straight face is indeed a study
in audacity.

"HELP WANTED"
creative-enterprising students
or campus organizations to
distribute flyers for adventure
travel and spring break pro-
grams. FREE TRIPS-Great
Commission and Experi-
ence-BEACH OR ADVEN-
TURE ECO-TREKS in
Belize-Cancun-Jamaica-Ha-
waii. Call Kirk-Student Adven-
ture Travel 1-800-328-7513.

This album is not a complete loss,
though. In the longest track, "World
of Summer," Love Jones comes close
to establishing a steady musical style
that they can call their own. It's a
pretty little number, located some-
where in the happy land between Boys
II Men and Sly and the Family Stones,

and augmented by skillful solos on
both guitar and electric piano. Alas,
this relief is only transitory, for shortly
after "World of Summer" comes
"Peepin'," a painful little mess of a
song that shatters all hope.

Oh well, better luck next time.
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Senior running back Mike Lee scrambles for a f
down in the first quarter vs. Sewanee Oct. 14.
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Lynx Cross Country Teams
Dominate Rhodes Invitational
By Clement Meee
sta cpondt

Last Saturday's cross country meet
at Plough Park in Memphis, was one
of great achievements for Rhodes run-
ners.

With a team score of 31 points for
the women and one of 51 points for
the men, head coach Robert Shankman
could not have been more pleased.

"We are running close to where we
should be," he said.

Rhodes top runners are Nicole
Horvath and Erin Riches for the
women, and David Thomasson and
Rob Cooksey for the men.

The team's next target meets are
the SCAC conference meet Nov. 4,
and the regional championship, which
Rhodes will host Nov. 11.

For the past two years, the women
ranked second place at the conference.
The Lynx hope for first place this year.

"The team is stronger than last
year," Shankman noted.

Three first-year runners have
climbed to the top sevcn on the
wormens' side.

The men's goal is to recapture first
place at the SCAC. as they hiave for
the past five years.

'Ihe inclusion of [our first-year

students in the top seven is a promis-
ing sign.

The men are more focused on do-
ing well at the Regionals by qualify-
ing the team for nationals. Rhodes

ranked fifth last year out of 22 schools.
"We are anxious to win our first

regional championship," Shankman
said.

The top seven finishers for the
women at the Rhodes Invitational (5K)
Sept. 14 were: Junior Nicole Horvath,
19:20; #1; Freshman Erin Riches,
19:50; #3; Sophomore Diana Blythe,
20:07; #8; Senior Billie Ann
Snodgrass, 20:26; #9; Freshman Emily
Ferguson, 20:33; #10; Freshman
Megan Emery, 20:44; #14; Junior
Charlotte Turnipseed, 20:45; #15.

The top seven finishers for the
men (8K) were: Freshman David
Thomasson, 27:26; #4; Freshman Rob
Cooksey, 27:30; #5; Junior Brendon
Minihan, 27:51; #9; Freshman Mike
Wottle, 27:59; #12; Freshman Grant
Gandy, 28:41; #21; Sophomore Karl
Dzelzkalns, 28:59; #28; Freshman
Mark Wyckoff, 29:04, #30.
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Quiet neighborhood.
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11 Envisions Two-Game Win Streak After
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riM Jason Searcy, defensive end, said. "It of the
would give us a bigger edge in the confer- TI

lay two!" Chicago Cubs star ence, because we would be one of the only sive C
once quipped. two teams undefeated." Unive
17-14 homecoming win over "It's something we have got to do as a 'I
I flickering on the scoreboard, team," Suane said. "We're halfway up the having
ootball team radiates that same mountain right now-we have to go up and absolu
ntering its last non-conference conquer it this weekend." open i
in game at Colorado College After Colorado College, Rhodes will said.
1 at 1:30 p.m. complete its schedule with games against "C
ar, we didn't really feel a sense SCAC rivals Trinity, Milisaps and Centre. prove,
team unity," Sophomore line- The Rhodes defense has been increas- hasbe
uane said. ingly stingy in the last two games (Rhodes aies
rjust an offense and a defense. lost 17-4 to Maryville Sept. 7). make 1
a1 separate, and we had little "Our defense has a bunch of young can se
ween the two. This year, we guys playing a lot," Searcy said. "The more Ti
Sa team," he said. experience they get, the better they will be yieldec
x (2-3) now seek a two-game "We've given up 283 and 205 total this se
ak, a feat they never achieved yards. respectively, for a 245 average," when

Clary said. "In the first three games, we yet we
al challenge now that we're in gave up about 360 a game." "V
to win two in a row," Mike "We stopped both the run and the pass ers' ab
coach, said. "Of course [vs. Sewanee]," Suane said. "We shut them Clary

feeling good right after the win down totally, except for one long drive." Se
e, but we need to back it up Colorado College will test the Rhodes' agains

ing that will give us real mo- secondary and linebackers. averas
"Colorado College has one of the bet- "I

ing streak would make us feel ter passing offenses we'll see," Clary said. the of
can knock us around," Junior "They have three really good receivers, two said.

Men' s Soccer Shoots For
By Medy Baett loss to Trinity, "but one that got ev- c
Stef Conepondmnt eryone refocused on what our goals

Undaunted by a tough road sched- and objectives are." He went on to in
ule and an extremely high level of say that it "may have been a blessing S
competition, Rhodes' men's soccer in disguise." w
continues to forge ahead toward a Friday's defeat served as a re- C
place in the NCAA tournament for the minder that the team must step on the re
second year in a row. With a 9-3-I field ready to play, in any game situa- in
record and a clear focus, they are right tion. N
on track. "Everybody wants to beat

This past weekend was their third Rhodes," Marcinko said. With other C
weekend in a row on the road. They teams out in full force to move up in d
will play away again this weekend, the rankings, Rhodes must fight to sa
against Millsaps and Oglethorpe. This reach the top four. Currently ranked th
much travelling would be enough to at fifth, they are well on their way. gi
take most teams out of contention. The win against Southwestern U,
While the road trips were starting to Saturday was a perfect example that ai
take a toll on the Lynx, this past week- this team can be ready to play, even
end stood as a chance to prove, as head after a loss. ci
coach Andy Marcinko said, that "good "We played the way we know we I
teams can overcome it." can play." said Marcinko. "We had th

After suffering a disappointing 3
- 1 loss against Trinity on Friday, the
team came back to dominate South- 'The Quintessential Neighbc
western 4 - 0 on Saturday.

"This was a disappointing result
for the team," said Marcinko, of the

BM. 2 R d

1688 Madison at. Belvedcrc " 726-5004

Proper I.D.'s please. Free soft drinks to designated drivers.

'hink So
13 Sewanee Victory
i from MUS."
Te Lynx offense will face an aggres-
olorado defense, patterned after the
rsity of Miami.
*his style of defense lends itself to

a number of plays in which you get
utely nothing, but big seams and plays
up past the line of scrimmage," Clary
"Mentally, you have to be patient."
)ur offense has continued to im-
" Clary added, "but our improvement
en overshadowed by two many pen-
and untimely turnovers. We need to
better decisions in these areas so we
ore more."
Th return to the Wing-T offense has
Ia 330-yard average on total offense
ason, compared to just 287 per game
the Lynx used the offense in 1987
re 3-1-1.
Ve're really pleased with our play-
ility to grasp the offensive scheme,"
said.

nior Mike Lee rushed for 177 yards
st Sewanee, increasing his season
ge to 138 per game.
am 99.9 percent certain he will be
fensive player of the week," Clary

NCAA Goa
rnfidence in each other."

Regular season play will conclude
I two weeks, with games against
ewanee and Centre College. This
ill be a major weekend for the team.
entre is currently ranked fourth in the
gion, and stands as the team to beat
order for Rhodes to make it to the

CAA tournament.

"The last game against Centre
ollege will probably be the game that
ecides who gets into the tournament,"
Lid Marcinko. In order to succeed,
he Lynx must play well in their first
aie against Sewanee. This will give
em the driving force that they need
lainst Centre.

"We can decide our own fate; we
an decide where we're headed,"
Marcinko said. "We can decide it on
e field."

)rhood Bar and Grill..."
-Memphis magazine
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Cripples go
home!!!

In an infamous sting on the secret
files of the Administration, The
Rhode'ster discovered the real truth
behind why it is impossible for physi-
cally handicapped individuals to move
around on "the most beautiful campus
in America."

The truth, simply put, is that the
wheelchairs so often employed by the
physically-challenged are, for the most
part, aesthetically-unpleasing and not
in keeping with the "master plan" of
the College (and we emphasize the
word master here). President Daugh-
drill offered his thoughts on the sub-
ject: "Well, there's just no way that
wheelchairs can be Gothic. I mean,
it's possible for cars, parking-lots, and
high-density mercury-vapor street-
lamps, but just not wheelchairs. I
mean, it 's just unsightly. For God's
sake, Libby nearly got run ver by one
just t'other day at Goldsmith's. That
sure got her pearls all in a ruffle."

Daughdrill offered a possible com-
promise. "Now, maybe, if we could
find some stone wheelchairs, mined
from the same Arkansas quarry where
we got the stone for all those other
buildings. Hey, the Flintstones did it,
so why can't we? I mean, if we can
manage to cover a building as ugly as
the Physics Tower with stone and call

A chipmunk is being brought before
the Honor Council on charges of
hoarding food. The rodent was caught
with his check pouches full of some
unidentified food substance. "Obvi-
ously, it must have come from the
Rat," said the Resident Assistant who
turned the animal in. Ratman
Vandermeersch was quoted as saying,
"We won't tolerate the hoarding of
food on this campus. And if those
damn squirrels try to bring in those big
plastic cups, there'll be a new ingredi-
ent in our Wild Italian Skillet."

a An irate student went ballistic in
Servery A, opening all of the new, oh-
so-hygenic cereal dispensers and mix-
ing the different flavors together.
Workers tried to restrain the student,
who grabbed the bagel cutter and held
a group of visiting high schoolers hos-
tage. The International Studies SWAT
team was called in to restore order. The
privilege of cutting your own bagels
has been revoked until further notice.

it Gothic, surely we could come up
with some wheelchairs that were, too."

Dean of Style Loyd Templeton
offered his take on the problem. "It's
not that we don't like lame people, be-
cause we really do, it's just that they
don't present the kind of image that the
College wants to protray. Lord, it
would make my job as hard as catch-
ing fireflies in an egg-crate to find a
nice antique sofa to furnish the Buck-
man lobby that was handicapped-ac-
cessible. Really, can you imagine? It's
just that handicapped people aren't in
good taste. I mean, you never see a
handicapped woman in a wheelchair
in the Junior League, do you?"

Templeton revealed that the handi-
capped are not the only ones to be ex-
cluded from the Rhodes plan. "We
decided a long time ago not to admit
any Pentecostals; they just have big
hair and are way too tacky. They don't
even own family silver or china. I do
declare! We tolerate the Methodists
and Baptists because, nowadays, at
least some of them belong to country
clubs and such, although we would
still prefer to admit Presbyterians and
Episcopalians. Come to think of it, we
have a strict quota on the Church of
Christ. Charles Bone is it for now."

RM

* Rhodes Student Government Presi-
dent Scott Brown was spotted proudly
wearing his brand new ochre yellow
Mr. Rhodes tie just in time for the
Spring collections in Paris. Would that
be the Paris? We just aren't sure.

In reaction to this fashion faux pas,
Sou'wester Associate Editor Jennifer
Larson ran amok. Campus Safety has
been alerted. The senior was last seen
stripping off her pearls and bow and
jumping the fence along University.

Due to a mistake in Biblical inter-
pretation, the International Studies
Department took cover in their secret
bomb shelter below Buckman, await-
ing the Rapture. Campus Safety was
sent to tell them to come out. The I.S.
senior majors are still a bit cranky.

* RSG vice-president Jacob Abraham
sent Homerunning contestants the
wrong way. Runners are still being
rescued from Williford by airlift.

everyone BUT JS

Upon entering the Rhodes College campus, would-be applicants who are physically handi-
capped are "greeted" at the gatehouse by fierce dogs and truncheon-wielding guards, ready
to "defend" the campus from diversity or change. Most students don't mind the tactics
used by Campus Safety, trusting that their leader and friend, President James Daughdrill,
will do what is necessary to keep the school a happy, sheltered place.

"Welcome to Rhodes
High School," a recap
of Homecoming 1995

Amidst drunk football players pro-
claiming their victory over mediocrity
and pre-pubescent freshmen passing
fake I.D.s and bottles of Budweiser to
one another in the Paramount Ball-
room (next door to the Wal-Mart and
Mega Market onAirways), Homecom-
ing 1995 succesfully proved that
Rhodes students are indeed pillars of
the Memphis community.

Anyone who would claim that
Rhodes College is composed of irre-
sponsible and immature students need
only look to the numerous events that
occured Saturday, October 14, 1995 to
be proved wrong. For example, the
impromptu Fire Drill in Voorhies/
Townsend at 2:00 in the morning and
the testing of the smoke alarms on a
charter bus showed that students cared
about the safety of fellow students and
the dependability of the equipment.

While reports are sketchy, it is as-
sumed that Rhodes College students
boosted alcohol sales, mostly by mi-

nors using their daddies' credit cards.
How considerate these students are,
giving to their community at such an
early age; these students are true icons
of responsibility.

Unfortunately, Homecoming 1996
will be confined to Rhodes campus,
and the best and the brightest from
the Rhodes community will not be able
to represent those who choose to not
raise their blood-alcohol content be-
yond natural limits with drunken
shouts of superiorty and ethnocentric-
ity. Such school spirit and pride is com-
mendable, and though these students
cannot tell others outside the commu-
nity, they will have the chance to tell
students here at Rhodes who are dif-
ferent, should anyone like that should
be found.

Numerous incidents involving
vomit represent just a partial facet of
how students in the Rhodes commu-
nity shared bodily fluids with one an-
other during Homecoming. While this

process may be refined to include
blood donations to the local blood
bank, everyone is optimistic at the ea-
gerness of the students' willingness to
share.

While some would claim that stu-
dents behaved in an immature and
reckless, not to mention stupid and
embarrassing manner, advocates for
Homecoming 1995 maintain that the
behavior was much more tolerable
than might be found at a larger school.
This point certainly merits attention,
and should be applauded. After all,
someone who kills one person is not
nearly as bad as someone who kills
four or five. Everyone can handle and
even appreciate a pinch of ignorance,
a shake of stupidity, and a touch of em-
barrassment. Who cares if the college
as a whole is looked down upon by
the rest of Memphis? We are in this
together and are in college, and that's
what members of a prestigous college
do. iS

News Briefs


